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covalency, cooperativity, and
coupling strength in governing C–H bond
activation in Ni2E2 (E = O, S, Se, Te) complexes†‡

Sunita Sharma, Bhawana Pandey and Gopalan Rajaraman *

Dinickel dichalcogenide complexes hold vital multifaceted significance across catalysis, electron transfer,

magnetism, materials science, and energy conversion. Understanding their structure, bonding, and reactivity

is crucial for all aforementioned applications. These complexes are classified as dichalcogenide,

subchalcogenide, or chalcogenide based on metal oxidation and coordinated chalcogen, and due to the

associated complex electronic structure, ambiguity often lingers about their classification. In this work, using

DFT, CASSCF/NEVPT2, and DLPNO-CCSD(T) methods, we have studied in detail [(NiL)2(E2)] (L = 1,4,7,10-

tetramethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane; E = O, S, Se and Te) complexes and explored their reactivity

towards C–H bond activation for the first time. Through a comprehensive analysis of the structure, bonding,

and reactivity of a series of [(NiL)2(E2)] complexes with E = O, S, Se, and Te, our computational findings

suggest that {Ni2O2} and {Ni2S2} are best categorised as dichalcogenide-type complexes. In contrast,

{Ni2Se2} and {Ni2Te2} display tendencies consistent with the subchalcogenide classification, and this aligns

with the earlier structural correlation proposed (Berry and co-workers, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2015, 137, 4993)

reports on the importance of the E–E bond strength. Our study suggests the reactivity order of {Ni2O2} >

{Ni2S2} > {Ni2Se2} > {Ni2Te2} for C–H bond activation, and the origin of the difference in reactivity was

attributed to the difference in the Ni–E bond covalency, and electronic cooperativity between two Ni

centres that switch among the classification during the reaction. Further non-adiabatic analysis at the C–H

bond activation step demonstrates a decrease in coupling strength as we progress down the group,

indicating a correlation with metal–ligand covalency. Notably, the reactivity trend is found to be correlated

to the strength of the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling constant J via developing a magneto-structural-

barriermap– offering a hitherto unknown route to fine-tune the reactivity of this important class of compound.
Introduction

Transition metal ions are integral to oxidation and electron
transfer processes in nature, as well as in the realms of indus-
trial and academic chemistry.1–4 The high valent metal-oxo or
hydroxo functional groups participate in a series of electron
transfer processes in biological and chemical events. Because of
their wide signicance in biological and chemical sciences, an
immediate issue is determining the reactivity differences
among these related active transition metal ion species and
understanding their roles in various oxidation processes.
Iron,5–7 manganese,8,9 and copper10,11 ion-containing metal-
loenzymes are very popular, but other metal ions also play an
important role in biological chemistry. The study of these
complexes helps us better understand the detailed mechanism
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of the reaction catalysed by metalloenzymes and gives an idea
for developing a biomimetic catalyst.12

Apart from the aforementioned metal ions, the studies on
nickel complexes are also essential in metalloenzyme chem-
istry13 due to their involvement in various biological reactions
and homogenous catalysis.14,15 Nickel enzymes play important
roles in the global biological carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen cycle.
Some examples, including hydrogenases,16,17 Ni-SOD,18–20

urease,21,22 glyoxalase,23 CO dehydrogenase,24 etc., are a few
examples of metalloenzymes containing nickel ions in the
active sites. In comparison to NiII chemistry, dealing with the
NiIII oxidation state poses a greater challenge in nickel chem-
istry, primarily due to the complexity involved in synthesizing
and characterizing NiIII complexes.24,25 Many homo- and hetero-
metallic oxo-bridged Ni complexes have been reported, but only
a few high-valent metal oxo species have been characterised well
so far.26 Moro-oka and co-workers have studied the synthesis
and characterisation of the thermally unstable dinuclear bis(m-
oxo)NiIII-complex [TpMe3Ni(m-O)2NiTp

Me3].27 Although ve coor-
dinated NiIII complexes were reported, later they synthesised
a new doubly oxo bridged six coordinated bis(m-oxo)nickel(III)
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540 | 10529
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of all the three possible bonding
modes preferred by dichalcogenides (E2) to the dinuclear metal
complexes (b) DFT optimised geometries and spin density plots of
complexes 13(t,t). The curve, square and curly brackets are for 1, 2 and
4, respectively.
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complex, [Ni2(m-O)2(Me3-tpa)2]
2+.28 Mitra and co-workers29 have

reported a thermally stable mono-oxo bridged dinuclear NiIII

complex, [Ni(salen)2O], and crystallographic studies on that
complex show distorted square pyramidal geometry around the
metal ion. These high-valent bis-m-oxo dimers having an {M2(m-
O)2} core, i.e., a diamond core structure, have tremendous appli-
cations in oxidation catalysts.28,30,31 Monomeric nickel-oxo is very
rare because of the tendency of the oxo and hydroxo ligands to
form a bridge.32 Metal complexes with terminal oxo7,33 or hydroxo
ligands have been implicated in various oxidative trans-
formations, such as C–H bond functionalisation and oxo–transfer
reactions.34–36 Several bio-inspired catalysts have been probed as
a catalyst for hydroxylation, sulfoxidation, and epoxidation.37–40 It
is assumed that this species has high relevance to the (m-h2:-
h2peroxo)Cu2 complex.30

Metals containing not only oxygen but other chalcogen
ligands, such as S, Se, and Te have fascinated researchers
because of their unique structural properties, bonding, catalytic
reactivity, and synthetic applications.41,42 These complexes have
biological signicance as well.43,44 In the case of sulfur-
containing complexes, metalloproteins usually consist of
metal sulfur bonds. Several metalloproteins contain nickel in
the active site, ligated with sulfur such as acetyl-CoA synthase/
carbon monoxide dehydrogenase (ACS/CODH),45,46 [NiFe]
hydrogenase,47 nickel superoxide dismutase,48 and methyl-CoM
reductase.49 In 2010, Brunold and co-workers studied [{(PhTttBu)
NiII}2(m-h

2:h2-S2)] (PhTttBu = phenyltris[(tert-butylthio)methyl]
borate) complex of nickel-containing thioether chelating ligand
with a tridentate monoanionic PhTttBu ligand.50,51

Notably, nickel oxygen and nickel sulfur complexes have
been synthesised and structurally characterised. But corre-
sponding chemistry of the heavier dichalcogenides viz. Se2, Te2
is substantially unexplored. In 2001, Sitzmann and co-workers,
reported the formation of the dimers [{(C5HR4)NiE}2] (E = S, Se,
Te) by the reaction of dimeric cyclopentadienylnickel bromide
derivative [{(C5HR4)Ni(i-Br)}2] with sodium dichalcogenides
Na2E2.52 The structure predicts unusual E/E distance giving
rise to ambiguities in the description of their electronic struc-
ture and chemical reactivity. Three bonding modes are
proposed for the Ni2E2 core (E=O, S, Se, and Te; see Fig. 1), and
the bonding modes are directly correlated to their oxidation
states and hence their reactivity.53–56 In 2012, Berry and co-
workers studied a [(Cp0Ni)2(m2-Se2)] (Cp0 = 1,2,3,4 tetraisopro-
pylcyclopentadiene) complex by means of X-ray absorption
spectroscopy, X-ray, and theoretical methods and predicted
bonding mode in Ni2E2 as “subselenide” Se2

3− ligand.54

Although rare, Ni–Se bonding also has biological implications
wherein [NiFeSe] hydrogenases were found to be more reactive
compared to [NiFe] hydrogenases containing cysteine sulphur
group and terminal side-on {Se–S} bonding with Ni atom likely
to cause greater reactivity.57 The reactivity of NiSe dichalcoge-
nide complexes has been of interest since then, and in this
regard, a report by Riordan and co-workers on a rare C–H bond
activation by a dinickel dichalcogenide complex [(NiL)2(Se2)]
(PF6)2 (here, L = 1,4,7,10-tetramethyl-1,4,7,10-
tetraazacyclododecane) having planar Ni2(m-h2:-h

2Se2) core
structure gains attention. Particularly, this compound was
10530 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540
found to oxidise the C–H bonds of DHA and CHD, yielding
aromatic product and hydroselenide, demonstrating a scarce
C–H bond activation by {Ni2Se2} compound.58

Although there are several reports on the structure and
bonding of Ni2E2 species, comparative analysis across the peri-
odic table from O, S, Se, to Te is lacking and is important given
the recent trend of greater reactivity shown by the later dichal-
cogenide complexes. Further, the reactivity of these species with
respect to their bonding has not been studied as all the reports
were restricted to the ground state energy of the structure where
the E/E distances are constant. If we consider the C–H bond
activation of these species, the E/E distance is expected to vary.
Hence, various forms of the structure described in Fig. 1 are ex-
pected to play a role in enhancing/diminishing the reactivity.
More importantly, even if a Ni2E2 complex has a well-
characterised dichalcogenide E2

3− diamond core structure, it
may not be preserved during the course of the reaction, and it
may be interconverted to other forms prior to the reaction. To
assess and understand these intriguing aspects, in this work, we
have explored dinickel dichalcogenides (Ni2E2) complexes
{[Ni(L)]2(E2)}

2+ (E = O(1), S(2), Se(3) and Te(4)) with all four
chalcogen atoms to understand the electronic structure, bonding
and its implication in activating the C–H bonds of dihydroan-
thracene using DFT and ab initio calculations (CASSCF, DLPNO-
CCSD(T)) methods. Using this theoretical method, we aim to
answer the following intriguing questions (i) Is the nature of E (E
= O, S, Se, Te) crucial in dictating the formation of specic
isomers among di-, sub-, and chalcogenides in {Ni2E2}
complexes? (ii) how do the covalency and the corresponding
electronic structure evolve as we move down the group from O to
Te? and (iii) are these compounds capable of performing C–H
bond activation? If so, what dictates their reactivity?
Computational details

All the geometry optimizations calculations were carried out
using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs.59 The optimisations
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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have been performed with B3LYP functional.60–62 The B3LYP has
a proven track record of predicting the structures and the
energetics accurately for such metal-mediated catalytic reac-
tions. LACVP basis set comprising LanL2DZ – Los Alamos
effective core potential for Ni63–65 and a 6-31G* basis set for the
C, H, N, O, and S66,67 atoms has been employed for geometry
optimisation, and the optimised geometries were then used to
perform single-point energy calculations using a B3LYP-D3/
SDD68 (S, Se, Te); TZVP (all) level. The solvation energies have
been computed using the PCM solvation model,68,69 employing
dichloromethane as the solvent. Frequency calculations were
performed on the optimised structures to verify that they are
minima on the potential-energy surface (PES) and also to obtain
free energy corrections. The quoted DFT energies are B3LYP-D3
solvation free energies incorporating zero-point, enthalpy, and
entropic corrections at 298.15 K unless otherwise mentioned.
The fragment approach available in Gaussian 09 is employed to
aid smooth convergence in the case of radical intermediates. As
the ligands chosen for this study favours {NiII2(m-h

2:h2-E2)}
geometry, to obtain the other extreme structure i.e. {NiIII2(m-E2)}
the Ni–Ni and E–E bonds are xed to the reported X-ray
structures.27,31,51,53,58,70–73 The natural bonding orbital (NBO)74

and the spin-natural orbital (SNO)75,76 analysis have been per-
formed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs. In the
molecular orbital diagram n represents the orbital's number.

The strain energy (DEstrain) has been calculated to obtain the
destabilising steric energy associated with the transition states.
The transition states are divided into two fragments, A (catalyst
part) and B (substrate part) and solvent phase single-point
calculations were performed on this geometries. We have esti-
mated the energy using the following equation

DEstrain = TS(A + B)(Esolvation+Gibbs) − A(Esolvation+Gibbs)

− B(Esolvation+Gibbs)

The ORCA 4.2 package77 was used to calculate the absorption
spectra and to perform SA-CASSCF calculations, DLPNO-
CCSD(T) calculations and for calculating non adiabatic
coupling of the transition state. Time-dependent density func-
tional theory (TDDFT) implemented in the ORCA program was
used for the calculation of excitation energies. To obtain these
electronic transitions for all the four complexes 11–4(t,t), the
time-dependent (TD) DFT method has been used. For
complexes 1–3, TDDFT calculations have been performed by
using B3LYP functional along with the def2-TZVP basis78 set for
all atoms and def2TZVPP basis set for complex 4 considering
the presence of heavier Te atoms.79 The RIJCOSX approximation
with def2/J auxiliary basis set has been employed. Further, the
domain-based local pair natural orbital approximation to
coupled-cluster theory with single, double, and perturbative
triple excitations, DLPNO-CCSD(T)/cc-PVTZ method has been
employed to gain condence on the spin-state energetics.80–83

The zero-eld splitting (ZFS) parameters were estimated by
utilising state-average complete active space self-consistent
eld (SA-CASSCF) theory84,85 along with the incorporation of
N-Electron Valence State Perturbation Theory (NEVPT2).86,87 The
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
CASSCF/NEVPT2 calculations use a combination of basis set
DKH-def2-TZVP88 for Ni, O, S, and Se,89 Sapporo-TZP-2012 for
Te.90 The CASSCF calculations have been performed with active
space CAS(16,10) and CAS(20,12), including 10 orbitals of two
nickels for the former and two orbitals of chalcogenides in the
later one active space and performed calculations only consid-
ering ve singlets, triplets, and quintets states (CASCI calcula-
tion conducted to assess low-lying multiplets and have chosen
all the states which like within the energy window of
∼4000 cm−1. This has been consistently kept for all complexes.
Other excited states were found to lie much higher in energy,
and hence, we have chosen to include ve singlets, 5 triplets
and 5 quintets). We employed a time-dependent response
approach to calculate the non-adiabatic coupling (NAC)
parameters of the transition state. For this analysis, we have
used the def2-TZVP basis set for O, S, and Se atoms along with
Ni metal center, and the Sapporo-TZP-2012 basis set for the Te
atom.

The J values were computed from the energy differences
between the high spin (EHS) state and the low spin (EBS) state
determined using the broken symmetry (BS) approach devel-
oped by Noodleman.91,92 Negative and positive values for J
correspond to antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic interac-
tions, respectively. The following notation MX(sNi1,sNi2) where
superscript ‘M’ denotes the total multiplicities of the spin-
coupled dimer and subscript ‘(sNi1, sNi2)’ denotes the spin
multiplicity on Ni(1) and Ni(2) atoms are employed throughout
the report. MO diagram were generated using the G09 suite.

Results and discussion
Electronic structure and bonding of complex 1–4

We have performed DFT calculations on all the four dinickel
dichalcogenide (Ni2E2) complexes (where E = O, S, Se, Te) sup-
ported by 1,4,7,10-tetramethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane
ligand, considering all possible spin states arising due to d8

electronic conguration for both the nickel–metal centre, i.e. Ni
centres can possess S = 0 and S = 1 state and could be coupled
ferro/antiferromagnetically in the latter. In all four complexes,
the ST = 0 state that arises from the antiferromagnetic coupling
between two NiII centres S = 1 state is found to be the ground
state (11–4(t,t)). This is followed by the corresponding ferro-
magnetically coupled state (51–4(t,t)) at 12.3 kJ mol−1,
16.1 kJ mol−1, 12.4 kJ mol−1, and 71.5 kJ mol−1, for 1–4,
respectively. The singlet state, on the other hand, is found to be
at 336.5 kJ mol−1, 156.4 kJ mol−1, 159.8 kJ mol−1, and
152.3 kJ mol−1 for complexes 1–4. The states with S = 0 spin on
either one of the NiII centres (31–4(t,s)) or both the NiII centres (11–
4(s,s)) were found to lie much higher in energy. The singlet-
quintet gap (DE(11(t,t)–

51(t,t))) is found to be the smallest for 1,
followed by 3, 2, and 4, which has a very large gap
(z72.0 kJ mol−1) (see Fig. S1–S17‡). A close analysis reveals that
while the geometry is maintained as [NiII2(m-h

2:h2-E2)(L)2]
2+ both

at the singlet and quintet state for all complexes with the
exception of quintet state at 4. The singlet state is the ground
state for complex 4, whereas the quintet excited state adopts
a trans-endon E2 geometry, leading to a substantially larger
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540 | 10531
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energy gap compared to other states. Our AIM analysis further
conrms that the quintet state of complex 4 features only one Ni–
Te bond (see ESI, Fig. S15‡ for details). Further, to obtain
condence in this spin-state ordering, we have also performed
DLPNO-CCSD(T)81–83 calculations on the DFT optimised geome-
tries, and thismethod also predicts the ST= 0 as the ground state
(see Tables S1 and S2‡), though the ground state-excited state
gap is lower compared to DFT methods.

The optimised structures of all possible states and the spin
density plots are given in Fig. 1 (see ESI Fig. S1–S17‡ for opti-
mised geometries and spin density plots). The ground-state
structure of all four complexes has a centre of symmetry
maintained with all four Ni–E bond lengths being nearly equal
(E= O 2.048 Å, S= 2.595 Å, Se= 2.699 Å, and Te= 2.885 Å). The
E–E bond distances in 11(t,t) and

12(t,t) are found to be shorter
than that observed in earlier reported {Ni2

IIIE2}/{Ni2
II(m-h2:h2-

E2)} complexes (E = O 1.500 Å; S = 2.335 Å) but in case of
complex 13(t,t) and

14(t,t), it is larger than the reported complexes
(E= Se= 2.503 Å and Te= 2.823 Å). At the same time, the Ni–Ni
bond distance is found to be longer than the previously reported
complexes.43 However, the Ni–E–Ni and E–Ni–E bond angles for
12–4(t,t) match well with the previous literature reports (see
Table S3‡). The energies computed for two isomeric bis(m-oxo)
{Ni2

IIIE2} and side-on m-h2:h2-peroxo[NiII2(m-h
2:h2-E2)(L)2]

2+

forms reveals that the side-on isomer is more stable for all four
species 1–4 with the energy margin of 60–144 kJ mol−1 (see
Table S2, Fig. 2, and S18‡). The WB index (Wiberg Bond Index)
computed reveals an increase in the Ni–E bond index and
a decrease in the E–E bond index as we move from 1 to 4 (see
Tables 1 and S4‡). As these two parameters are correlated to the
nature of the two isomeric forms, it is clear that as we move
from 1 to 4, the geometries tend to have a stronger side-on m-
h2:h2-peroxo character. So based on the data of previously re-
ported dichalcogenide complexes, it can be seen that chalco-
genide complexes 11–4(t,t),

11(t,t), and 12(t,t) fall into the
dichalcogenide category. While complex 13(t,t) falls between the
selenide and subselenide categories, which confers E2 exists as
E2

2− (m-h2:-h2peroxo) dinickel(II) complex.
Fig. 2 Rigid scan performed by varying the E/E distance in
complexes 1–4. The x-axis represents variation in the E/E distance
with respect to the equilibrium geometry.
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The computed spin state for the ground state reveals strong
delocalisation of spin density to the coordinated atoms, and at
the antiferromagnetic state, the bridging atoms E has a net spin
density of zero, and this is due to equal spin delocalisation of
positive and negative spin densities (∼0.07) from Ni(1) and
Ni(2) centers. The spin density on the metal center decreases as
we move from 1 to 4, suggesting strong delocalisation of spin
density to the coordinated atoms. This indicates a stronger
covalency for the Ni–E bond as we move down the group. To
further validate this point, atoms-in-molecule (AIM) calcula-
tions were performed. These calculations reveal jV(r)/G(r)j ratio
of 0.91, 1.05, 1.10 and 1.20 for 1–4, respectively (see Table 1 and
Fig. S19–S22‡). This reveals that the Ni–O bond is strongly ionic
while Ni–S, Ni–Se, and Ni–Te fall in the borderline cases with
increasing per cent of covalency as we move down the group.
The NBO analysis also affirms this point (see Fig. S23–S27‡).
Further, NBO second-order perturbation theory donor–acceptor
interactions also reveal an increase in donation from E to Ni
orbitals as we move down from O to Te with the stabilisation
energy of 13.8, 19.4, 22.4, and 23.0 kJ mol−1, respectively. The
reason for greater stabilisation is routed back to the enhanced
p-character of the sp hybrid orbital of the Ni involved in the
interaction as we go down in the series. This is also accompa-
nied by a concomitant reduction of p-character (or increase in s-
character for alpha spin-up orbitals see Fig. S27 and Table S5‡)
of the donor orbital of E as we move down the group.

The Eigen-value plot corresponding to the d-orbitals of 1–4 is
shown in Fig. S28–S31.‡ As expected, the NiII centre has
(dxy)

2(dyz)
2(dxz)

2(dz2)
1(dx2−y2)

1 electronic conguration. However,
the order of the d-orbitals is drastically different if we compare 1
with 2–4. Particularly a very strong pNi(dyz)–O(py) overlap can be
seen in the case of complex 1, and a strong sNi(dxy)–E(px) can be
seen in complexes 2–4, and these two different interactions are
leading to the stabilisation of dyz and dxy as the lowest-lying
orbitals for 1 and 2–4 complexes, respectively. The SA-
CASSCF(16,10) and SA-CASSCF(20,12) calculations were per-
formed to ascertain the nature of the ground state electronic
conguration. The rst set includes the NiII orbitals of both
metal centres, and the second set includes two orbitals of the E2

moiety, and both calculations reveal the ground state with
multiplicity 1 conguration shows very little mixing of the
excited states (see Table S6 and Fig. S32–S39‡). The calculations
suggest that all four complexes, from O to Te, exhibit a ground
state predominantly characterized by one conguration
(dxz2dyz2dxy2dyz2dxz2dxy2dx2−y21dz21dz21dx2−y21), with a contribution of
88.9%–94.3%, and minor mixing with the rst excited state,
contributing 3.3–7.1%, alongside very little contributions from
other higher excited states. The magnetic coupling is estimated
using the ground state structure, employing the standard
protocol, and this yields the J value is −303.0 cm−1,
−343.7 cm−1, −354.2 cm−1, and −422.0 cm−1 for complexes 1–
4, respectively. These values suggest a strong antiferromagnetic
coupling between two nickel(II) centres (see Table 1), with the
magnitude of coupling increasing as we move down the group.
The antiferromagnetic coupling results from the strong overlap
between the dx2−y2 orbitals on the NiII centres (nb*

3g; where n = 4
for complex 1, n = 2 for complex 2 and 3, and n = 3 for complex
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 DFT computed Js, WB indices, absorption features, jV(r)/G(r)j ratio of Ni1–E1 bond from AIM for the ground state geometry, and
computed barrier height for hydrogen atom abstraction in complexes 1–4

Complexes J (in cm−1)

WBI

lmax (nm) jV(r)/G(r)j n(E–E) (cm−1)
DG(C–H)
(kJ mol−1)Ni1–E1 Ni2–E1 E1–E2

11(t,t) S = 0 (AF, −303) 0.261 0.261 1.032 288, 315, 377, 560 (386, 450) 0.91 829.7 58.5
12(t,t) S = 0 (AF, −344) 0.363 0.363 1.013 286, 327, 411, 580 (320, 394, 464) 1.05 421.2 68.2
13(t,t) S = 0 (AF, −354) 0.376 0.376 0.922 281, 380, 449, 580 (390, 410, 690) 1.10 268.4 89.3
14(t,t) S = 0 (AF, −422) 0.478 0.478 0.932 299, 333, 413, 506 (314, 420, 487) 1.20 173.1 95.4

Edge Article Chemical Science
4), and this overlap tend to get stronger as we go down fromO to
Te. This strong antiferromagnetic nature is important during
the electron transfer process from the substrate to the oxygen
centric Ni–E p* orbital. This is reected in the nature of
computed SOMO (see Tables 1 and S7‡). As we move down the
group, the enhancement in antiferromagnetic coupling was
noticed earlier in several other examples reported.93 Although
direct experimental evidence for the antiferromagnetic
coupling is absent, room temperature effective magnetic
moment measured for 3 is found to be 2.71 mB. This value is
signicantly smaller than the expected value for the ST = 2
ferromagnetically coupled state and suggests that the ground
state is ST = 0 with some per cent of the S = 2 population at
room temperature, placing the exchange coupling in the range
of ∼200–300 cm−1.58

To further understand the nature of bonding, qualitative MO
diagrams based on the computed ground state are constructed
for complexes 1–4 53 (see Fig. 3 for complex 3 and Fig. S40–S43‡
for complexes 1, 2, and 4, respectively). These were constructed
assuming a pseudo D2h symmetry for the {Ni2E2N8} core and
quantication of the deviation reveal that except in case of
complex 1 where the deviations are relatively larger, it lies in the
range of 0.11 to 0.22 (Fig. S40‡). For all four complexes, nb1g
(where n= 1 for complex 1, and n= 2 for complex 2–4), which is
a combination of p*(E1(py) − E2(py)) and d(Ni1(dyz) − Ni2(dyz))
orbitals, is found to be the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO). For dichalcogenide complexes, the b1g is expected to
have a signicant d(Ni1(dyz) − Ni2(dyz)) contribution and very
little/no p*(E1(py) − E2(py)) contribution. For subchalcogenide
complexes, the contribution is expected to be signicant in
p*(E1(py) − E2(py)) orbital with a sizeable d(Ni1(dyz) − Ni2(dyz))
orbital contribution. For chalcogenide, on the other hand, as
one more electron from the Ni centre is lost, both p*(E1(py) −
E2(py)) and s*(E1(pz)− E2(pz)) will be occupied with very little/no
contributions from Ni centres. From the qualitative MO
diagram, it is clear that complex 1 falls in the dichalcogenide
category while complexes 2–4 have a strong subchalcogenide
character, which is found to be increasing as we move down the
group. Further, the lowest unoccupied orbitals (LUMO) in
complexes 2–4 were found to have a strong Ni(dx2−y2) character
along with the E2 character suggesting loss of one electron as
expected for subchalcogenide. As this orbital is important for its
reactivity towards C–H bond activation, a strong metallic char-
acter detected for 2–4 is likely to help reduce the kinetic barrier
(vide infra).
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
As the qualitative MO diagram developed53 can be correlated
directly to the experimental absorption features, we used time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) to compute
absorption features of 1–4 (see Table 1 and Fig. S44‡) for the
ground state geometries. The major absorption features
observed in experiments for complex 3 are reproduced in our
calculations, particularly a peak at 281 nm observed corre-
sponds to metal-to-ligand charge transfer (1b3g to 2b

*
3g in Fig. 3),

while the peaks at 380 nm (1b2u to 2b*
2u in Fig. 3) and 449 nm

(1b2u to 2b*
3g in Fig. 3) are considered as bonding orbitals of

Ni2Se2 to pure antibonding orbitals of Se2
2−. The peak at

580 nm (ag to 3b1u in Fig. 3) shows ligand-to-metal charge
transfer. The 1b2u to nb*

3g (where n = 4 for complex 1, n = 2 for
complex 2 and 3, and n= 3 for complex 4) transition is observed
in all four complexes, with the energy gap decreasing, we move
from oxygen to Te (315 nm, 411 nm, 449 nm, and 506 nm for 1–
4, respectively). This is consistent with the decrease in the E–E
bond order observed as we move from 1–4. Further, the
computed spectra for complexes 2 and 4 also qualitatively agree
with earlier reported complexes having different terminal
ligands.53 The calculations performed reproduce the experi-
mental observables offering condence in the methodology
employed.
Reactivity of complexes 1–4 towards C–H activation

Riordan and co-workers reported that diselenide dinickel
complex exhibited reactivity towards 9,10-dihydroanthracene
(DHA) and cyclohexadiene (CHD) molecules.58 The mechanism
adapted for the C–H bond activation (Scheme S1‡) reveals that
the chalcogenide atom (via ts1) activates the C–H bond, leading
the Ni–E1–H intermediate (Int1) with the second hydrogen atom
abstraction via ts2 by chalcogenide atom E2 leading to two
hydrochalcogenide NiII product (PC) that was detected by
experiments and characterised using X-ray and spectral
methods.58

The computed potential energy surface for 1–4 is shown in
Fig. 4 and S45.‡ For complexes 1, 3 and 4, the triplet state (51,3-
4ts1(t,t)) has the lowest barrier of 58.5, 89.3 and 95.4 kJ mol−1,
respectively. For complex 2, on the other hand, the singlet state
(12ts1(t,t)) was found to have the lowest barrier of 68.2 kJ mol−1.
The 11,3-4ts1(t,t) and

52ts1(t,t) transition states were found to lie at
78.5, 99.8, 97.7 and 82.0 kJ mol higher. For complex 3, the
computed barrier height of 89.3 kJ mol−1 is slightly higher than
expected for an otherwise facile C–H bond activation pathway,
and this larger barrier, however consistent with the
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540 | 10533



Fig. 3 Qualitative molecular orbital diagram for complex 3 (energy in eV). Here HOMO–LUMO energy written in blue color code.
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experimental nding that the reaction does not proceed at
ambient temperature and temperature as high as 55 °C is
required to effect this transformation.94 We have also estimated
the barrier height at the singlet surface for complex 3 (13ts1(s,s))
to assess and analyse, if the closed-shell singlet participate at all
in the reactivity. This set of calculations resulted in a prohibi-
tively high barrier height of 302.0 kJ mol−1, thereby ruling out
the possibility of this state contributing to the reactivity, as
depicted in Fig. 4c.

In all the transition state computed, hydrogen atom
abstraction is detected, leading to a carbon-centred radical, as
also evidenced by IRC analysis (See Fig. S46 and S47 in ESI‡). In
all the transition states computed, the:E–H–C bond angle was
found to be lying in the range of 154°–172° suggesting s-
pathway for the H atom abstraction. This is also attributed to
the nature of the LUMO orbitals at the reactant, which has
signicant px/py orbitals of the E atom contribution along with
dx2−y2 orbital of the NiII, promoting the s-pathway. At the tran-
sition state, electron transfer is nearly complete, with the early
transition state for 1 and the late transition state for 2–4,
reecting the difference in the electronic structure described
10534 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540
earlier (dichalcogenide vs. subchalcogenide). As dichalcogenide
complexes are expected to have lower pKa than subchalcogenide
complexes, the variation in the transition state observed corre-
lates well with the established electronic structure. Further, the
HAT abstraction is accompanied by the electron transfer due to
which the E1–E2 bond is fully broken in all the complexes 1–4
with a signicant radical character generated on E2c. This
radical character, in turn, leads to partial Ni = E2 character and
the formation of a weakly interacting monomeric Ni hydro-
chalcogenide product (see Fig. S2‡). This also suggests signi-
cant electronic cooperativity between two Ni centres,
rationalising the reason for the higher reactivity of dinickel
dichalcogenide complexes compared to their monomeric
analogues (see Table S8‡).

The computed barrier height reveals the following order of
reactivity 1 > 2 > 3 > 4, suggesting higher reactivity of O, which
has a dichalcogenide character (also very high basicity of –O
center) and lower reactivity for subchalcogenide complexes. As
the degree of subchalcogenide increases, as we move from 2 to
4, the barrier height also increases proportionately, suggesting
much lower reactivity for subchalcogenide complexes (see Fig. 4
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Computed potential energy surface energy surface for the C–H activation by complexes (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, and (d) 4.
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and 5). To understand the trend in the estimated barrier height,
the strain energy analysis of the transition state was performed,
which reveals that the catalyst strain is signicant, and this is
compensated to some extent by a favourable strain energy for
the substrate for all four complexes. A larger strain in the
catalysts was reected as we moved from 1 to 4, which is directly
related to the computed barrier height. The interaction energy
computed reveals a favourable overlap of the frontier orbitals as
expected, and this interaction energy was found to diminish as
we move from 1 to 4 leading to a larger barrier height. Thus
increase in the barrier height observed as we move from 1 to 4
originates from both larger strain and smaller interaction
energy (see Table S9‡).

In the next step, we would like to extend the HAT event
further and quantify it in detail by exploring the non-
adiabaticity of the rst hydrogen abstraction transition state
(ts1) for all four complexes (1–4). In this connection, it is
important to highlight the seminal work performed by
Hammes-Schiffer and co-workers that describes the vibronic
nonadiabaticity between the electron–proton quantum
subsystem and the classical nuclei, along with the electron–
proton nonadiabaticity within the electrons and proton(s) of the
quantum subsystem for an enzyme that supported the use of
Golden rule rate constant expression.95–101 While this approach
is the best suited to analyse our transition state, the gap
computed between different multiplets at the transition state in
our case was too small to develop the full potential energy
surface (>2 kJ mol−1 for 1). We then turn to calculate the non-
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
adiabatic coupling (NAC) of the rst hydrogen abstraction
using a time-dependent response approach, which avoids the
explicit computation of excited-state wave functions.102 These
calculations were performed using the ORCA suite (see
Computational details). These calculations reveal that as we
move from 1 to 4, there is a decrease in the maximum non-
adiabatic coupling strength (see Table S10‡). This observation
suggests that complexes 1 and 2 possess larger non-adiabatic
coupling, and 3 and 4 have relatively smaller values, clubbing
the Se and Te together in this context (see Table S10‡). To
further understand the nature of the hydrogen atom transfer
(HAT) reaction, we have further expanded our analysis and
performed spin-natural orbital analysis for all four complexes
1–4. For 1, the carbon atom of the substrate exhibits a small
spin density of approximately −0.19. This, combined with the
SNO analysis, indicates that the dominant proton transfer
pathway is likely operational. Conversely, in complex 2, only
a dominant HAT nature is evident, with the occupation value of
0.69e of the spin natural orbital, as supported by the spin
density plot displaying a signicant electron density of −0.46 at
the carbon radical centre of the DHA molecule. In the cases of
complexes 3 and 4, a pronounced radical nature is also observed
at the carbon center, with values of−0.48 and 0.44, respectively,
and the SNO analysis reveals that complex 3 exhibits a strong
PCET character (1.00e) with a slight HAT character (0.84e),
while in complex 4, a strong HAT character (1.00e) is predom-
inant in the transition state, albeit with a slight PCET character.
The computed data indicate a trend: as we progress from
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540 | 10535



Fig. 5 (a) First hydrogen abstraction barrier height correlation with J
value of complexes 1–4 (b) magneto–structural correlation for the
substituted geometries of the complex 3 (3a–3e).
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complex 2 to 4, the HAT nature of the transition state becomes
increasingly prominent, and this is also in line with the increase
in the metal–ligand covalency that is expected to promote HAT
pathway (see Fig. S48–S52 and S53–S56‡ for EVP).103 Aer the
hydrogen atom abstraction, the formation of radical interme-
diate (Int1) is exothermic for 1 and endothermic for the rest
(−96.6, 39.9, 40.6 and 67.1 kJ mol−1, for 1–4, respectively) with
ST = 0 ground state arising from antiferromagnetic for all with
the exception of 3 (here ST = 2). In all cases, the corresponding
exchange coupled excited state was found to lie close within an
energy margin of 1.3–6.6 kJ mol−1, with the triplet states lying
much higher in energy (38–71 kJ mol−1). At this species, the E–E
bond is found to be broken in all cases with a concomitant
strengthing of the Ni–E bonds. The chalcogenide that abstracts
the H atom also creates a Ni–E bond shorter than that of the
reactant.

In 3, the Ni–Se bond distance is found to be 2.395 Å, and this
is in excellent agreement with the value reported from the X-ray
structure (2.389 Å), offering further condence in the chosen
methodology.58 Encouraged by the direct experimental evidence
that is available for the intermediate computed with species 3,
we also extended our mechanism to probe the barrier for the
second hydrogen atom abstraction. This is presumed to route
10536 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540
through the transition state (ts2; see Fig. 4) with a barrier for
15.8 kJ mol−1 from the intermediate, suggesting a facile
abstraction of the second hydrogen atom leading to the
formation of anthracene by −139.0 kJ mol−1 gain in energy.

The results obtained from DFT calculations exhibit a note-
worthy trend in the structural and bonding analysis of
complexes 1–4. In all four complexes, the high spin antiferro-
magnetic state 11–4(t,t) is identied as the ground state, and this
is due to the strong overlap of dx2−y2 orbitals of two Ni centres.
The nature of the ground state is further affirmed by the SA-
CASSCF and DLPNO-CCSD(T) methods. Further AIM analysis
reveals an increase in Ni–E bond covalency as wemove down the
group by 15.0%, 20.9% 31.9% for Ni–S, Ni–Se and Ni–Te,
respectively, compared to the Ni–O bond. This is attributed to
a stronger donation from E to Ni as we move down the group
(40.5%, 62.3% and 66.7% for Ni–S, Ni–Se and Ni–Te, respec-
tively, compared to the Ni–O bond). The increase in the Ni–E
bond covalency was also found to enhance the multi-
congurational mixing of states in SA-CASSCF calculations
suggesting multistate reactivity for higher analogues.41

The singlet state arising from the S= 0 state (11–4(s,s)) at each
Ni centres is too high in energy with respect to the transition
state computed at the singlet and triplet surfaces and hence
rules out the possibility of these states involvement in the HAT
reaction. Further, the triplet state 31–4(t,s) is also found to be
higher in energy compared to a quintet and singlet state arising
from antiferromagnetic coupling and hence is unlikely to
participate in the HAT reaction invoking two-state reactivity or
TSR scenario for the HAT reactions. The C–H bond activation
for all four species was found to be either routed via S = 2 states
(for 1, 2, and 4) or via close-lying S = 0 states facilitating two-
state reactivity (in case of 3). In all four cases, partially closed-
shell triplet states (i.e., a triplet on one Ni center and a singlet
state on the other) and fully closed-shell singlets (S = 0 on both
Ni centers) were found to be high in energy, with transition
states prohibitively high to participate in the reaction. This
suggests that only the spin-coupled triplet states of the Ni
centers contribute to the reactivity.

All these calculations suggests that the quintet-singlet gap
that is correlated to the exchange interaction between two Ni
centres is key to the reactivity. As this parameter is correlated to
the exchange interaction, we have plotted the computed J values
for these complexes along with the rate-determining step
barrier height corresponding to the C–H bond activation
(Fig. 5).

This suggests that there is a clear correlation as the J value is
found to increase in the order 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 with the increase in
the quintet-singlet gap while the reactivity follows the reverse
trend (1 > 2 > 3 > 4), suggesting greater reactivity when the
antiferromagnetic coupling between the two centres are weak/
small.104,105 Deeper orbital analysis and overlap integral
computed suggest strong antiferromagnetic coupling is found
to associated with the greater dx2−y2jpxjdx2−y2 overlap, which is
important during the electron transfer process from the
substrate to the chalcogenide centric Ni–E(p*) orbital. The
quintet state of complex 1 having strong Ni-centric HOMO and
LUMO due to its dichalcogenide and stronger Ni(II) character
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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enable the facile transfer of a-electron from the C–H bond
maximising the exchange-enhanced reactivity,106 stabilising the
corresponding transition state. Further, as the a-electron, which
is getting transferred from the substrate, triggers Ni–E bond
cleavage, the transferred electron is found to be located on the
E(2) centre, resulting in the formation of Ni(II)–Ec species at the
transition state. As the coupling between Ni(II) and Ec has to be
ferromagnetic due to orbital orthogonality (see Table S11 in
ESI‡ for computed Js), this quintet state is the preferred tran-
sition state. In the singlet state, as shown in the orbital evolu-
tion diagram, the Ni(II)–E(2)c forced to be in antiferromagnetic
state (See Fig. S57 and also corresponding spin density plots in
Fig. S2 and S5, S8, S11 and S16‡).

Also the careful analysis of all optimized ground state tran-
sition state geometries suggested that in the case of complex 2,
the {Ni2S2} core does not break completely during the transition
state formation. This observation suggests that the overlapping
of sulphur 3p orbitals with the metal 3d orbitals (specically
dx2−y2jpxjdx2−y2 overlap) persists, thereby stabilizing the antifer-
romagnetic state. Also, the comparison of Ni–E bond lengths
was observed in complexes 1, 3, and 4 (ranging from 4.450 to
4.560 Å), while in the case of complex 2, the Ni–E bond seemed
signicantly shorter by 2.595 Å. This shorter bond length
favours antiferromagnetic coupling state as the ground state of
complex 2, in contrast to other complexes.

As we move down in the group, increased covalency and
transition to subchalcogenide offer a strongly delocalised
LUMO that is less electrophilic, enhancing the overall kinetic
barrier. For complex 4, a b-electron transfer from the C–H bond
is noticed, enhancing the barrier height further. The
pronounced electronic cooperativity at play during the C–H
bond activation step is clearly discernible across complexes 1–4.
This is evidenced by the electron transfer from the C–H bond,
which ultimately resides on E2, a participant not directly
engaged in the reaction. Overall, our study suggests that
a ferromagnetic Ni2E2 would be more reactive, and if the anti-
ferromagnetic interaction is diminished, this would also be
expected to enhance the reactivity. As the antiferromagnetic
interaction between the two Ni(II) centres is correlated to the Ni–
E–Ni angle,107 this offers a viable route to enhance the reactivity
of higher analogues that are generally unreactive.

To further probe the correlation between the antiferromag-
netic coupling and the barrier height, we have now expanded
the calculations on complex 3 with various substitutes at the
ligand moiety and carved out ve additional models (the –NCH3

group was replaced by a –NH groups, see Fig. S58 in ESI‡ for
models developed; models 3a–3e) to develop magneto–struc-
tural correlation (see Fig. 5 and S58‡). Using these models, we
have computed the J and also computed the corresponding
barrier height for these models. For these models, the
computed exchange coupling is found to be antiferromagnetic,
but the magnitude of the J was found to vary from 300.2 cm−1 to
338.5 cm−1. The barrier height corresponding to the HAT
reaction for models 3a–3e was found to vary from 60.1 to
121.3 kJ mol−1 (see Table S12 in ESI‡). We have now plotted this
magneto–structural correlation that connects J with the barrier
height within this model series (see Fig. 5). The computed
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
values revealed a correlation: as the antiferromagnetic coupling
exchange J value increases, so does the barrier height. This
supports the observed trend among complexes 1–4, where an
increase in antiferromagnetic coupling corresponds to higher
barrier heights. This explains why complex 1 exhibited the
highest reactivity with the lowest antiferromagnetic exchange
value. This nding aligns with the observed trend of all four
complexes 1–4, where higher J values correspond to lower
reactivity of the reaction (see Fig. S58 and Table S12,‡ also see
Tables S13–S27‡ for detailed structural parameters).

Conclusions

Dinickel dichalcogenide complexes are important due to their
diverse applications, including catalysis, electron transfer
processes, magnetic properties, materials science contribu-
tions, theoretical insights, and energy conversion potential. In
this study, we employed an array of theoretical tools to study in
detail the structure, bonding and reactivity of a series of
{[Ni(L)]2(E2)}(PF6)2 (E = O, S, Se and Te) complexes. The
following conclusions are derived from our work (i) by studying
the geometry, bonding and spectral features of the four dinickel
dichalcogenide complexes, our calculations unambiguously
suggest {Ni2O2} and {Ni2S2} fall under the category of dichal-
cogenide type complexes, while complexes {Ni2Se2} and {Ni2Te2}
exhibits tendencies towards the subchalcogenide category.
None of the complexes were found to have pure chalcogenide
characters at their ground state. The geometry and spectral
features are broadly in agreement with the experimental nd-
ings. (ii) The bonding Ni–E (E = O, S, Se and Te) bond is found
to be ionic for O with a signicant increase in covalency as we
move down the group. This is associated with the greater
overlap of Ni-3d orbitals with the diffused 3p/4p/5p orbitals
compared to the oxygen 2p orbitals. A strong covalency also
enhances the multicongurational character of the heavier
analogues, completing the simple picture oen derived from
DFT. The observed covalency correlates with reactivity, as
stronger covalent compounds exhibit slower reaction rates,
while non-adiabatic coupling diminishes along this route,
favoring hydrogen atom transfer as we progress down the series.
(iii) All complexes studied have singlet ground states resulting
from the antiferromagnetic coupling between two Ni centres.
The C–H bond activation studies on these complexes reveal that
the following order of decreasing reactivity {Ni2O2} > {Ni2S2} >
{Ni2Se2} > {Ni2Te2}. The transition state is characterised in all
cases to be a chalcogenide category, suggesting how subtle
different classications are when it comes to reactivity. Partic-
ularly during the C–H bond activation, strong electronic coop-
erativity between the metal centres is noticed along with
variation in their classication as the E–H bond formation takes
place. Investigating the multi-state reactivity of all complexes
reveals that only the spin-coupled triplet states, which yield
overall singlet and triplet states, dictate the overall reactivity,
while the closed-shell singlets are too high in energy and do not
participate in the reaction. This highlights the importance of
maintaining a weak/moderate ligand eld around the Ni center
to achieve greater reactivity. (iv) Further, a strong correlation
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 10529–10540 | 10537
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between the J values and the C–H bond activation step is
detected with a lower gap yielding higher reactivity. As quintet
state, in general, found to have lower barriers, efforts to obtain
a ferromagnetic coupling in Se or Te analogues would be fruitful
in enhancing their reactivity.
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